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Compilation — a primer
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• Interpretation: An interpreter executes elements of a 
software language, for example, to produce the I/O 
behavior of a function, the query result of a database 
query, or the object graph corresponding to method 
invocations in an OO program.   

• Compilation: A compiler translates (transforms) 
elements of an executable software language into 
elements of another executable software language. This 
translation may or may not lower the level of abstraction.

Compilation versus interpretation

Let’s discuss examples!
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Simplified data flow in a compiler. The rectangles with 
rounded edges represent logical phases of compilation. The 

remaining nodes (rectangles and triangles) correspond to 
input and output, as expressed by the direction of the arrows. 

1.3 The lifecycle of software languages 21
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Fig. 2 Simplified data flow in a compiler. The rectangles with rounded edges represent logical
phases of compilation. The remaining nodes (rectangles and triangles) correspond to input and
output, as expressed by the direction of the arrows.

In addition to the basic dichotomy of compilation versus interpretation, there
is also the specific classification of implementation strategies for domain-specific
languages—internal versus external versus embedded DSL, as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.4.

1.3.2.2 Architecture of a compiler

Compilers and interpreters consist of several components—a compiler’s decompo-
sition into standard components with the associated data flow is summarized in
Figure 2; see textbooks on compiler construction [Aho+06; Lou97; AP02] for an
in-depth discussion. Thus, the source code (‘text’) is mapped to a parse tree (or
an abstract syntax tree (AST)) which is then further enirched with attributes and
links. Eventually, code of a virtual or actual machine is generated. These concep-
tual phases may be properly separated (‘multi-pass compilation’) or integrated into
one actual phase (‘single-pass compilation’). The components are explained more
in detail as follows:

Parser A parser verifies the conformance of given input (i.e., text) to the syntax
rules of a language and represents the input in terms of the structure defined by
the rules. A parser performs parsing. Compilers and interpreters begin by parsing.
Many other language processors, as discussed below, also involve parsing.

Semantic analysis A parse tree only represents the structure of the source code.
For any sort of non-trivial treatment such as code generation, the parse tree
needs to be enriched with attributes and links related to typing and name bind-
ing. Names with their bindings and other attributes may be aggregated in a data
structure which one refers to as symbol table or enviroment.

Code generator The enriched parse tree is translated, more or less directly, into
machine code, i.e., code of some actual or virtual machine. In particular, code
generation involves resource and storage decisions such as register location,
i.e., assigning program variables to processor registers of the target machine. In
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In addition to the basic dichotomy of compilation versus interpretation, there
is also the specific classification of implementation strategies for domain-specific
languages—internal versus external versus embedded DSL, as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.4.

1.3.2.2 Architecture of a compiler

Compilers and interpreters consist of several components—a compiler’s decompo-
sition into standard components with the associated data flow is summarized in
Figure 2; see textbooks on compiler construction [Aho+06; Lou97; AP02] for an
in-depth discussion. Thus, the source code (‘text’) is mapped to a parse tree (or
an abstract syntax tree (AST)) which is then further enirched with attributes and
links. Eventually, code of a virtual or actual machine is generated. These concep-
tual phases may be properly separated (‘multi-pass compilation’) or integrated into
one actual phase (‘single-pass compilation’). The components are explained more
in detail as follows:

Parser A parser verifies the conformance of given input (i.e., text) to the syntax
rules of a language and represents the input in terms of the structure defined by
the rules. A parser performs parsing. Compilers and interpreters begin by parsing.
Many other language processors, as discussed below, also involve parsing.

Semantic analysis A parse tree only represents the structure of the source code.
For any sort of non-trivial treatment such as code generation, the parse tree
needs to be enriched with attributes and links related to typing and name bind-
ing. Names with their bindings and other attributes may be aggregated in a data
structure which one refers to as symbol table or enviroment.

Code generator The enriched parse tree is translated, more or less directly, into
machine code, i.e., code of some actual or virtual machine. In particular, code
generation involves resource and storage decisions such as register location,
i.e., assigning program variables to processor registers of the target machine. In

• An extra IR (intermediate 
representation) may be 
leveraged. 

• An extra assembly code 
representation may be 
leveraged, subject to an 
assembler. 

• Optimization may be 
expressed at the level of 
enriched parse trees, IR, 
and assembly code.
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Euclidian division in imperative language

1.1 Software language examples 7

a semantics of BFPL in Chapter 8; it exercises the concepts of substitution and con-
text.

For what it matters, BFPL is a ‘small’ syntactic subset of the established func-
tional programming language Haskell. In fact, the shown sample is a valid Haskell
program, as is, and the Haskell semantics would agree on the output—120 for the
factorial of 5. BFPL was fabricated to be very simple. Thus, BFPL lacks many
language constructs of Haskell and other real-world functional programming lan-
guages. For instance, BFPL does not feature higher-order functions and algebraic
data types.

1.1.3.5 BIPL: an imperative programming language

We introduce BIPL—Basic Imperative Programming Language. Here is an illus-
tration of BIPL—a sample program that performs Euclidian division for specific
arguments x and y to return the quotient q and the remainder r; the execution of the
sample program would terminate with the variable assignment x=14, y=4, q=3, r=2:
{

// Sample operands for Euclidian division
x = 14;
y = 4;

// Compute quotient q=3 and remainder r=2
q = 0;
r = x;
while (r >= y) {

r = r � y;
q = q + 1;

}
}

BIPL is a very simple language exercising basic imperative programming con-
cepts such as mutable variable, assignment, and control-flow constructs for se-
quence, selection, and iteration. For what it matters, BIPL is roughly a ‘small’ syn-
tactic subset of the established, but much more complicated imperative program-
ming language C. BIPL lacks many language constructs that are provided by C or
other real-world imperative programming languages. For instance, BIPL does not
feature procedures (functions) and means of type definition such as structs. Further,
C requires declaration of variables, whereas BIPL does not. A semantics of BIPL
should define statement execution for BIPL. We will develop such a semantics of
BIPL in Chapter 8.
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Euclidian division as a parse tree5.1 Interpretation 139

�� // Compute quotient q and remainder r for dividing x by y
�� q = 0; r = x; while (r >= y) { r = r � y; q = q + 1; }
euclideanDiv :: Stmt
euclideanDiv =

Seq (Assign "q" (IntConst 0)) (Seq (Assign "r" (Var "x"))
(While

(Binary Geq (Var "r") (Var "y"))
(Seq (Assign "r" (Binary Sub (Var "r") (Var "y")))

(Assign "q" (Binary Add (Var "q") (IntConst 1))))))
n

An interpreter for an imperative language such as BIPL needs to maintain a store
(i.e., a map from variable names to values). The execution of statements may modify
the store, as assignment statements may be performed. The evaluation of expression
observes the store. The simple BIPL language does not permit side effects in expres-
sions. The notion of store is generally important in interpretation; it is needed when-
ever interpreting imperative programs. Here is the informal semantics for BIPL:

Statement execution

• Skip: The given store is returned, as is.
• Assign x e: The right-hand side expression e is evaluated to a value which is

then assigned to the variable x in the given store.
• Seq s1 s2: Statement s1 is interpreted first. Statement s2 is interpreted second.

Thus, the effects are incurred from left to right.
• If e s1 s2: The expression e must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b equals

True, then statement execution proceeds with s1; if b equals False, then state-
ment execution proceeds with s2.

• While e s: The while loop is executed as If e (Seq s (While e s)) Skip. That is, if
the condition e holds, then the body s is executed followed by the same while
loop again. If the condition does not hold, then the Skip statement is executed.

Expression evaluation

• IntConst i: The literal i is returned as an integer value.
• Var x: The given store must map the variable name x to a value; this value is

the result of evaluation.
• Unary o e and Binary o e1 e2: The operands must be evaluated to values of suit-

able types and the symbol o is interpreted as an operation of the metalanguage
that is applied to the operands’ values.

Accordingly, there are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.4 (Semantic domains of a BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Domains

�� Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
�� Stores as maps from variable names to values
type Store = Map String Value

We use Haskell as the 
implementation language here.
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Interpretation

140 5 Metaprogramming Scenarios

n

When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model stores
as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values. Here is how we expect to
use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:
I execute euclideanDivision (fromList [("x", Left 13), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q", Left 3), ("r", Left 2), ("x", Left 14), ("y", Left 4)]

Thus, we start from a store with suitable arguments "x" and "y" for division; in-
terpretation returns a store with the variables "x" and "y" unchanged and with "q"
and "r" bound to the computed quotient and remainder. We are ready to present the
interpreter.

Illustration 5.5 (A BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Interpreter

�� Execution of statements
execute :: Stmt ! Store ! Store
execute Skip m = m
execute (Assign x e) m = insert x (evaluate e m) m
execute (Seq s1 s2) m = execute s2 (execute s1 m)
execute (If e s1 s2) m = execute (if b then s1 else s2) m where Right b = evaluate e m
execute (While e s) m = execute (If e (Seq s (While e s)) Skip) m

�� Evaluation of expressions
evaluate :: Expr ! Store ! Value
evaluate (IntConst i) _ = Left i
evaluate (Var x) m = m!x
evaluate (Unary o e) m = uop o (evaluate e m)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (evaluate e1 m) (evaluate e2 m)

�� Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp ! Value ! Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)

�� Interpretation of binary operators
bop :: BOp ! Value ! Value ! Value
bop Add (Left i1) (Left i2) = Left (i1+i2)
...

n

Exercise 5.4 (Interpretation without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when i) a variable is used in an expression without a value
in the current store, ii) a unary or binary operation finds an operand of an unsuitable
type, or iii) a condition of an if-statement does not evaluate to a Boolean value.
Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe type in these
cases. n
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Interpreter
(Just mentioned in passing)
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Euclidean division in assembly code

148 5 Metaprogramming Scenarios

in terms of control-flow (i.e., there are labels, unconditional and conditional jumps,
but no structured if-statements or while-loops).

Here is a sample assembly program; it shows the assembly code for Euclidian di-
vision; the corresponding snippets of higher-level imperative BIPL code are shown
in the Haskell comments.

Illustration 5.13 (Euclidian division in assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Sample

euclideanDiv = [
Const 14, Store "x", �� x = 14;
Const 4, Store "y", �� y = 4;
Const 0, Store "q", �� q = 0;
Load "x", Store "r", �� r = x;
Label "0", �� Beginning of while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Geq, �� (r >= y)
Not, CJump "1", �� Skip while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Sub, Store "r", �� r = r � y;
Load "q", Const 1, Add, Store "q", �� q = q + 1;
Jump "0", �� Next iteration of loop
Label "1" �� Label to goto when skipping loop

]
n

The syntax of BAL is easily defined. For each BAL instruction form, we also
include its informal semantics as a comment. We elide several primitive operations
for brevity.

Illustration 5.14 (Abstract syntax of BAL assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store String �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load String �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Label String �� Place a label as an address for jumps
| Jump String �� Jump to a label
| CJump String �� Jump to a label, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

Importantly, there are instruction forms for accessing the memory in a symbol-
based (i.e., name-based) manner. There are instruction forms for jumping both con-
ditionally and unconditionally to a label.

The translation of imperative programs (BIPL ) to assembly code (BAL) is es-
sentially a function which maps each statement or expression to a corresponding
sequence of assembly instructions. We encode this function as a recursive walk over
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Compiler (core)

5.2 Compilation 149

BIPL’s syntactical patterns such that instruction sequences are composed from re-
cursive results. Labels need to be introduced along the way, subject to some house
keeping. That is, an Int is passed around to represents the next ‘available’ label.

Illustration 5.15 (Translation to assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Compiler

compile :: Stmt ! [Instr]
compile s = fst (stmt s 0)

stmt :: Stmt ! Int ! ([Instr], Int)
stmt Skip l = ([], l)
stmt (Assign x e) l = (expr e ++ [Store x], l)
stmt (Seq s1 s2) l0 =

let
(zs1, l1) = stmt s1 l0
(zs2, l2) = stmt s2 l1

in (zs1 ++ zs2, l2)
stmt (If e s1 s2) l0 =
let l1 = l0+1

(zs1, l2) = stmt s1 (l1+1)
(zs2, l3) = stmt s2 l2

in (expr e
++ (CJump (show l0) : zs2)
++ (Jump (show l1) : (Label (show l0) : zs1))
++ [Label (show l1)], l3)

stmt (While e s) l0 =
let l1 = l0+1

(zs, l2) = stmt s (l1+1)
in ([Label (show l0)] ++ expr e

++ (Not : (CJump (show l1) : zs))
++ [Jump (show l0), Label (show l1)], l2)

expr :: Expr ! [Instr]
expr (IntConst i) = [Const i]
expr (Var x) = [Load x]
expr (Unary BIPL.Negate e) = expr (Binary BIPL.Sub (IntConst 0) e)
expr (Unary BIPL.Not e) = expr e ++ [BAL.Not]
expr (Binary o e1 e2) = expr e1 ++ expr e2 ++

[ case o of
BIPL.Add ! BAL.Add
...

n

We explain the translation rules for the statement forms.

• Skip: The empty instruction sequence ‘[]’ is returned with the unmodified label
counter.

• Assign x e: A Store x instruction is added to the instruction sequence for the ex-
pression e; the label counter is not modified, as expressions do not involve control
flow.
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BIPL.Add ! BAL.Add
...

n

We explain the translation rules for the statement forms.

• Skip: The empty instruction sequence ‘[]’ is returned with the unmodified label
counter.

• Assign x e: A Store x instruction is added to the instruction sequence for the ex-
pression e; the label counter is not modified, as expressions do not involve control
flow.

The interesting code is here the one 
handling ifs and whiles.
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• Seq s1 s2: The instruction sequences for the two statements s1 and s2 are simply
concatenated; the label counter is threaded through the two recursive applications
of the translation function.

• If e s1 s2: Two labels are used: label l0 is for the instructions of the else-branch;
label l1 is for the end of the if-statement, as the instructions for the then-branch
need to skip over the instructions for the else-branch. The overall instruction
sequence is obtained by concatenating the sequences for condition, then-branch,
and else-branch with appropriate insertions for labels and jumping.

• While e s: This case is similar to the one for if-statements, as it involves label
placement and jumps.

The translation of expressions is even more straightforward and not further ex-
plained here for brevity. To summarize, each statement and each expression is
mapped to zero, one, or more instructions while recursing into compound statements
and expressions and composing the recursively computed instruction sequences in
appropriate ways. Along the way, house keeping is done so that labels can be intro-
duced consistently.

Exercise 5.10 (Compilation of functional programs). [Intermediate level]
The translation of function applications requires stack-based subroutines and pa-
rameter passing. Extend BAL to provide enough expressiveness and devise a trans-
lation from BFPL to the extended assembly language. n

5.2.3 Translation to machine code

The assembly language, as discussed above, makes some assumptions that necessi-
tate another phase of translation, if we want to arrive at the low level of a machine
language. Firstly, in BAL, labels are explicitly placed and arbitrary names can be
assigned to labels. In a low-level language, there are no labels, but one needs to
deal with instruction addresses (‘subscripts’). Secondly, in BAL, memory access is
symbol-based. In a low-level language, one needs to deal with addresses of memory
cells (‘subscripts’).

We use a fabricated machine language: BML—Basic Machine Language. BML
is very similar to BAL, but memory access leverages integers for addresses, and
jumping leverages integers for the instruction pointer; there is no label operation.

Illustration 5.16 (Euclidian division in machine code).

Haskell module Language.BML.Sample

euclideanDiv = [Const 14,Store 0,Const 4,Store 1,Const 0,Store 2,Load 0,Store 3,Load
3,Load 1,Geq,Not,CJump 22,Load 3,Load 1,Sub,Store 3,Load 2,Const 1,Add,Store
2,Jump 8]

n

Assembly code for comparison
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in terms of control-flow (i.e., there are labels, unconditional and conditional jumps,
but no structured if-statements or while-loops).

Here is a sample assembly program; it shows the assembly code for Euclidian di-
vision; the corresponding snippets of higher-level imperative BIPL code are shown
in the Haskell comments.

Illustration 5.13 (Euclidian division in assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Sample

euclideanDiv = [
Const 14, Store "x", �� x = 14;
Const 4, Store "y", �� y = 4;
Const 0, Store "q", �� q = 0;
Load "x", Store "r", �� r = x;
Label "0", �� Beginning of while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Geq, �� (r >= y)
Not, CJump "1", �� Skip while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Sub, Store "r", �� r = r � y;
Load "q", Const 1, Add, Store "q", �� q = q + 1;
Jump "0", �� Next iteration of loop
Label "1" �� Label to goto when skipping loop

]
n

The syntax of BAL is easily defined. For each BAL instruction form, we also
include its informal semantics as a comment. We elide several primitive operations
for brevity.

Illustration 5.14 (Abstract syntax of BAL assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store String �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load String �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Label String �� Place a label as an address for jumps
| Jump String �� Jump to a label
| CJump String �� Jump to a label, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

Importantly, there are instruction forms for accessing the memory in a symbol-
based (i.e., name-based) manner. There are instruction forms for jumping both con-
ditionally and unconditionally to a label.

The translation of imperative programs (BIPL ) to assembly code (BAL) is es-
sentially a function which maps each statement or expression to a corresponding
sequence of assembly instructions. We encode this function as a recursive walk over
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Illustration 5.17 (Abstract syntax of BML machine code).

Haskell module Language.BML.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store Int �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load Int �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Jump Int �� Jump to an address
| CJump Int �� Jump to an address, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

A translator from BAL to BML may also be referred to as an assembler. The
translator essentially translates BAL instruction sequences to BML instruction
sequences—one by one.

Illustration 5.18 (BAL to BML assembler).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Assembler

assemble :: [BAL.Instr] ! [BML.Instr]
assemble zs = concat (map f zs)

where
f (BAL.Const i) = [BML.Const i]
f (BAL.Store x) = [BML.Store (cell x)]
f (BAL.Load x) = [BML.Load (cell x)]
f (BAL.Label x) = []
f (BAL.Jump x) = [BML.Jump (instruction x)]
f (BAL.CJump x) = [BML.CJump (instruction x)]
f BAL.Not = [BML.Not]
f BAL.Add = [BML.Add]
...

�� Map symbol to memory cell
cell :: String ! Int
cell x = fromJust (findIndex (==x) symbols)

where
symbols = nub (concat (map symbol zs))
symbol (BAL.Store x) = [x]
symbol _ = []

�� Map label to instruction address
instruction :: String ! Int
instruction x = instruction' 0 zs

where
instruction' i (BAL.Label x' : zs) = if x==x' then i else instruction' i zs
instruction' i (_ : zs) = instruction' (i+1) zs

n

Assembly code for comparison
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in terms of control-flow (i.e., there are labels, unconditional and conditional jumps,
but no structured if-statements or while-loops).

Here is a sample assembly program; it shows the assembly code for Euclidian di-
vision; the corresponding snippets of higher-level imperative BIPL code are shown
in the Haskell comments.

Illustration 5.13 (Euclidian division in assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Sample

euclideanDiv = [
Const 14, Store "x", �� x = 14;
Const 4, Store "y", �� y = 4;
Const 0, Store "q", �� q = 0;
Load "x", Store "r", �� r = x;
Label "0", �� Beginning of while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Geq, �� (r >= y)
Not, CJump "1", �� Skip while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Sub, Store "r", �� r = r � y;
Load "q", Const 1, Add, Store "q", �� q = q + 1;
Jump "0", �� Next iteration of loop
Label "1" �� Label to goto when skipping loop

]
n

The syntax of BAL is easily defined. For each BAL instruction form, we also
include its informal semantics as a comment. We elide several primitive operations
for brevity.

Illustration 5.14 (Abstract syntax of BAL assembly code).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store String �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load String �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Label String �� Place a label as an address for jumps
| Jump String �� Jump to a label
| CJump String �� Jump to a label, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

Importantly, there are instruction forms for accessing the memory in a symbol-
based (i.e., name-based) manner. There are instruction forms for jumping both con-
ditionally and unconditionally to a label.

The translation of imperative programs (BIPL ) to assembly code (BAL) is es-
sentially a function which maps each statement or expression to a corresponding
sequence of assembly instructions. We encode this function as a recursive walk over
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Illustration 5.17 (Abstract syntax of BML machine code).

Haskell module Language.BML.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store Int �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load Int �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Jump Int �� Jump to an address
| CJump Int �� Jump to an address, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

A translator from BAL to BML may also be referred to as an assembler. The
translator essentially translates BAL instruction sequences to BML instruction
sequences—one by one.

Illustration 5.18 (BAL to BML assembler).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Assembler

assemble :: [BAL.Instr] ! [BML.Instr]
assemble zs = concat (map f zs)

where
f (BAL.Const i) = [BML.Const i]
f (BAL.Store x) = [BML.Store (cell x)]
f (BAL.Load x) = [BML.Load (cell x)]
f (BAL.Label x) = []
f (BAL.Jump x) = [BML.Jump (instruction x)]
f (BAL.CJump x) = [BML.CJump (instruction x)]
f BAL.Not = [BML.Not]
f BAL.Add = [BML.Add]
...

�� Map symbol to memory cell
cell :: String ! Int
cell x = fromJust (findIndex (==x) symbols)

where
symbols = nub (concat (map symbol zs))
symbol (BAL.Store x) = [x]
symbol _ = []

�� Map label to instruction address
instruction :: String ! Int
instruction x = instruction' 0 zs

where
instruction' i (BAL.Label x' : zs) = if x==x' then i else instruction' i zs
instruction' i (_ : zs) = instruction' (i+1) zs

n

We need to replace store symbols by store indices.
 Likewise, we need to replace jump labels by instruction pointers. 
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Illustration 5.17 (Abstract syntax of BML machine code).

Haskell module Language.BML.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int �� Push a constant onto the stack
| Store Int �� Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load Int �� Push a storage cell's content onto stack
| Jump Int �� Jump to an address
| CJump Int �� Jump to an address, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not �� Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add �� Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

A translator from BAL to BML may also be referred to as an assembler. The
translator essentially translates BAL instruction sequences to BML instruction
sequences—one by one.

Illustration 5.18 (BAL to BML assembler).

Haskell module Language.BAL.Assembler

assemble :: [BAL.Instr] ! [BML.Instr]
assemble zs = concat (map f zs)

where
f (BAL.Const i) = [BML.Const i]
f (BAL.Store x) = [BML.Store (cell x)]
f (BAL.Load x) = [BML.Load (cell x)]
f (BAL.Label x) = []
f (BAL.Jump x) = [BML.Jump (instruction x)]
f (BAL.CJump x) = [BML.CJump (instruction x)]
f BAL.Not = [BML.Not]
f BAL.Add = [BML.Add]
...

�� Map symbol to memory cell
cell :: String ! Int
cell x = fromJust (findIndex (==x) symbols)

where
symbols = nub (concat (map symbol zs))
symbol (BAL.Store x) = [x]
symbol _ = []

�� Map label to instruction address
instruction :: String ! Int
instruction x = instruction' 0 zs

where
instruction' i (BAL.Label x' : zs) = if x==x' then i else instruction' i zs
instruction' i (_ : zs) = instruction' (i+1) zs

n

Collect all store symbols, order 
them by first occurrence. Use 

position as store index. 

Use instruction position of label in 
otherwise label-free instruction 
sequence as instruction pointer.
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Machine
We can run machine code, subject to a virtual machine (in fact, an 

interpreter) for machine code.
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The translation is largely trivial because the instruction forms of BAL and BML
are so similar. However, we need to take a closer look at the instructions for memory
access, label placement, and jumps. We explain the corresponding translation rules
in detail:

• BAL.Label x: No corresponding BML instruction is generated. The label is only
used when resolving jumps; see the helper function instruction.

• BAL.Store x: A corresponding BML.Store instruction is generated where the sym-
bol x is mapped to an address for the memory cell; see the helper function cell
which collects all symbols, ‘nubs’ them (i.e., makes them unique) and determines
a symbol’s address as the position in the resulting list.

• BAL.Load x: A corresponding BML.Load instruction is generated. The symbol x is
mapped in the same way as in the case of BAL.Store x.

• BAL.Jump x: A corresponding BML.Jump instruction is generated. The symbol x is
mapped to an address for an instruction; see the helper function instruction which
determines the position of x in the input sequence zs while not counting label
instructions, as they will not end up in the machine code.

• BAL.CJump x: A corresponding BML.CJump instruction is generated. The symbol
x is mapped in the same way as in the case of BAL.Jump x.

For completeness’ sake, we should provide an interpreter for the BML language,
thereby making sure we fully understand the translation in terms of the involved
language semantics. The interpreter is illustrated by applying it to the instructions
for Euclidian Division.

Interactive Haskell session:

I run Language.ML.Sample.euclideanDivision
(fromList [(0,14),(1,4),(2,3),(3,2)],[])

This result is basically a ‘memory dump’; key ‘0’ corresponds to the original
variable "x", key ‘1’ to "y", and so on. The following interpreter is stack-based with
Int as element type; it uses a simple memory model mapping Ints for addresses to
Ints for values.

Illustration 5.19 (Interpretation of BML machine code).

Haskell module Language.BML.Machine

1 type Memory = Map Int Int
2 type Stack = [Int]
3

4 run :: [Instr] ! (Memory, Stack)
5 run zs0 = run' zs0 empty []
6 where
7 run' :: [Instr] ! Memory ! Stack ! (Memory, Stack)
8 run' [] sto sta = (sto, sta)
9 run' (z:zs) sto sta = let (zs', sto', sta') = step z in run' zs' sto' sta'

10 where
11 step :: Instr ! ([Instr], Memory, Stack)
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Haskell module Language.BML.Machine
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3

4 run :: [Instr] ! (Memory, Stack)
5 run zs0 = run' zs0 empty []
6 where
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10 where
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12 step (Const i) = (zs, sto, i : sta)
13 step (Store i) = (zs, insert i (head sta) sto, tail sta)
14 step (Load i) = (zs, sto, sto!i : sta)
15 step (Jump i) = (drop i zs0, sto, sta)
16 step (CJump i) = (if head sta /= 0 then drop i zs0 else zs, sto, tail sta)
17 step Not = (zs, sto, uop (l i ! if i == 0 then 1 else 0) sta)
18 step Add = (zs, sto, bop (+) sta)
19 ... �� other operations omitted
20

21 �� Apply unary operation on ints on stack
22 uop :: (Int ! Int) ! Stack ! Stack
23 uop f (i1:sta) = f i1 : sta
24

25 �� Apply binary operation on ints on stack
26 bop :: (Int ! Int ! Int) ! Stack ! Stack
27 bop f (i2:i1:sta) = f i1 i2 : sta

n

Thus, the run function takes an instruction sequence and returns a memory and
a stack; the initial memory is assumed to be the ‘empty’ map from Ints to Ints; the
initial stack is empty. The function uses a tail-recursive helper function run' to exe-
cute instruction sequences until the empty sequence is left (line 8). When facing a
non-empty sequence (line 9), the helper function step is used to execute the heading
instruction. Most of the cases of step return the remaining instruction sequence zs
while the cases for jump instructions (lines 15–16) identify an alternative ‘contin-
uation’, that is, the instruction sequence corresponding to the jump address. (We
discuss continuations again in Section 11.3.)

Exercise 5.11 (Compilation to Java bytecode). [Intermediate level]
Implement a translation from BIPL to Java bytecode. To this end, you may use
ASM60—a framework for Java bytecode analysis and manipulation. n

5.3 Analysis

We are concerned here with the static analysis of software artifacts such as source
code. We are not concerned with the analysis of programs at runtime or traces of
program execution. We use the term (static) analysis here in a broad sense to include
well-formedness checking, type checking, and other forms of program checking
and analysis [Ren+10], type inference as well as fact or model extraction, thereby
encompassing areas as different as language implementation, program verification,
software quality assurance, and software reverse engineering.

We develop analyses here as more or less disciplined metaprograms without
much discussion of the underlying foundations of type systems [Pie02] and (formal)

60 asm.ow2.org
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For completeness’ sake, we should provide an interpreter for the BML language,
thereby making sure we fully understand the translation in terms of the involved
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12 step (Const i) = (zs, sto, i : sta)
13 step (Store i) = (zs, insert i (head sta) sto, tail sta)
14 step (Load i) = (zs, sto, sto!i : sta)
15 step (Jump i) = (drop i zs0, sto, sta)
16 step (CJump i) = (if head sta /= 0 then drop i zs0 else zs, sto, tail sta)
17 step Not = (zs, sto, uop (l i ! if i == 0 then 1 else 0) sta)
18 step Add = (zs, sto, bop (+) sta)
19 ... �� other operations omitted
20

21 �� Apply unary operation on ints on stack
22 uop :: (Int ! Int) ! Stack ! Stack
23 uop f (i1:sta) = f i1 : sta
24

25 �� Apply binary operation on ints on stack
26 bop :: (Int ! Int ! Int) ! Stack ! Stack
27 bop f (i2:i1:sta) = f i1 i2 : sta

n

Thus, the run function takes an instruction sequence and returns a memory and
a stack; the initial memory is assumed to be the ‘empty’ map from Ints to Ints; the
initial stack is empty. The function uses a tail-recursive helper function run' to exe-
cute instruction sequences until the empty sequence is left (line 8). When facing a
non-empty sequence (line 9), the helper function step is used to execute the heading
instruction. Most of the cases of step return the remaining instruction sequence zs
while the cases for jump instructions (lines 15–16) identify an alternative ‘contin-
uation’, that is, the instruction sequence corresponding to the jump address. (We
discuss continuations again in Section 11.3.)

Exercise 5.11 (Compilation to Java bytecode). [Intermediate level]
Implement a translation from BIPL to Java bytecode. To this end, you may use
ASM60—a framework for Java bytecode analysis and manipulation. n
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We are concerned here with the static analysis of software artifacts such as source
code. We are not concerned with the analysis of programs at runtime or traces of
program execution. We use the term (static) analysis here in a broad sense to include
well-formedness checking, type checking, and other forms of program checking
and analysis [Ren+10], type inference as well as fact or model extraction, thereby
encompassing areas as different as language implementation, program verification,
software quality assurance, and software reverse engineering.

We develop analyses here as more or less disciplined metaprograms without
much discussion of the underlying foundations of type systems [Pie02] and (formal)

60 asm.ow2.org

We use a variation on 
continuation-passing style.
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Online resources
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. See here specifically:  

See languages: 
• BIPL — Basic Imperative Programming Language 
• BAL — Basic Assembly Language 
• BML — Basic Machine Language

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses compilation in much less detail 
than textbooks on compilation.


